ADVANCED Requirements
VIOLIN

1. **SOLO of your choice** *(does not have to contemporary)*
   The list below suggests works you may choose to prepare as an example of advanced. *These pieces are not required.*

   Violin Concerto in G minor – Max Bruch
   Any Bach Suite
   OMEA A or B Class Solo

2. **Both excerpts** for your instrument

3. **Choose two Major and two Melodic Minor 3 octave scales**
   Two scales slur 6 per bow. Two scales spiccato 1-4 strokes per pitch
   Major: C, G, D, A, E, B, F, Bb, Eb, Ab
   Minor: A, D, G, C, F, E, B

4. **Conversation with us!**
MARS - The Planets
VIOLIN

Begin Here  142-quarter

END
MERCURY - The Planets
VIOLIN

6/8

66 = dotted half note